EDITORIAL

Much has been said on the subject of school spirit here on the campus. Now comes the time when we stick our two cents worth into the discussion.

What more could the student ask for at any school? We have various clubs and three newspapers. Now comes the question of why there isn't more participation in all these fine activities. We are not going to try to answer that question because we don't profess to know the answer.

We would like to approach the subject from a different angle. We are asking you students to give us the answer. Please respond and let us know by dropping your opinions in the suggestion box near the library.

Let's find an answer to this problem. We can do it if we all work together for the best possible solution.

A FINE FELLOW

T. Richard Merrill is the neatest man in the world. All summer long he fattened a pet hare then when hunting season came along, he got a hunting license and proceeded to shoot said hare. He will be presented the ADOLPH HITLER award at a special assembly after vacation.
I JUST WANTED TO TAKE TIME OUT TO WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS